
T-Handle with Insert E-COATED, black
with a) for Profile Cylinder without padlock eye 302-9001.00-60000
with b) for Profile Cylinder with padlock eye 302-9001.00-30000
with c) for KABA without padlock eye 302-9001.00-50000
with d) for KABA with padlock eye 302-9001.00-20000
RAL 7032 - Prices and delivery time on request.

Flat Rods on request.
Profile Cylinder see product system 2-140 and 7-069.

3-145 Eject and Turn T-Handle
with 90° rotation
security tested

3-145 Eject and Turn T-Handle
with 90° rotation
security tested
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Retractable T-Handle with 90° rotation to 
control flat rod closing systems in our 
208-Series.. The design and layout of the T-Handle in
 combination with the very narrow gap
 dimensions, make this handle tamperproof
 and in addition the low profile design
 prevents the handle to be used as
 climbing step/aid. The locking cylinder can
 not be forced inwards by axial foces.. The retractable T-Handle is kept latched
 on 2 positions.. The T-Handle can not be folded down
 if not in line with the housing.. All possible locking devices or cylinders
 are located in a separate locking device
 sub-assy. This sub-unit can be adapted
 for: Eurocylinders, KABA-cylinders,
 key-cylinders, inserts. These with or
 without a padlock.. In the open position, this locking device
 sub-unit can easily be removed or
 installed.. The complete handle can be applied for
 closing systems inside or outside the
 sealed area.. For LH and RH applications.. Water- and dust tight to IP65 acc. to
 EN60529. The complete unit has a
 condensation- and rainwater drainage.. Complies with security test to WKII DIN1630.. On request, the locking unit can be
 operated electrically via a remote
 controlled servo-system: Please
 contact DIRAK.

Material:. Dish, T-Handle, Cover, Insert and
 Spacer: ZL 0410EN1774 E-COATED,
 black matt or RAL 7032. Flat rod: St2 K40. Rod stub: steel DIN EN10087-
 9SMnPb. Latching bolt: AISI 303. O-Ring: NBR Perbunan, black
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